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Introduction
This paper will discuss my return to photography in my Master's thesis project
"Family Pictures". I will discuss how this project evolved through influences both visual
and written, past involvement with photography as it relates to family, and my personal
evolution with family imagery and the presentation of that imagery.
"Family
Pictures'"'
was a rather crude return to photography after years of
studying, re-photographing and re-contextualizing family imagery. When I met Andy I
began recording our relationship much like in the family images I had been studying and
using in my work as symbols of conventions. Previous works ofmine had presumed a
universal interpretation. I used personal family images to analyze a more universal idea of
family and photography. I was interested in the impulse to photograph and re-
photograph the same mundane, yet always happy, events.
My interests as an artist have always been rooted in re-interpreting meaning in
objects and images whose meaning we take for granted. I've always stayed close to home
when I am making images. Home is what inspires me. I love looking at photographs,
especially those which have meaning within my personal life. I began my photographic
career making images of people and objects with which I had a
personal and emotional
connection to. I also began a collection of family images, personal and found, which I
found interesting or ironic. I became interested in the stories they didn't tell. Eventually
I ended up doing most ofmy work on a copy stand. I copied photographs from that
collection and re-contextualized them in works that served to question the original
photographer's intent.
"Family Pictures" was the creation ofmy own "personal" banal collection. My
new collection was a collection full of holes, not telling the whole tale. A supposed
celebration. I decided I would display them outside of the private album, images were to
be shone in a public space. I had to ask myself, what did I want to know about us, and
more importantly what did I want others to know about us? I had the power to edit our
lives into a fairytale or a tragedy. I found this use of the camera very intriguing.
Jo Spence from Putting Myself in the Picture, "And to me it seemed that I could
come back into photographing through my own family photographs. I could investigate
them to try to see what they told me. In the process of looking I came to the conclusion
that they told me very little. This is what "Beyond the Family
Album"
was all about.
They were either decisive moments in my life or else, through their genres and styles.
part of an aesthetic history of photography. The more I worked on them the more I
concluded that if that was my history it was a complete
My interest was in exploring a family document from the point of view of being
personally involved. Who takes these pictures, and for what purpose? Are they meant to
reflect reality or are they meant to create an edited version of reality, one that represents
an ideal? What does this tell us about our culture in general?
Previous works had focused on questioning existing family documents, the
"Mythology"
of them. Growing up, our family collections, to me, were reality. I had, as
many people do, the ability to fill in the gaps with my own memories. As I grew older
and was privy to more family secrets as well as responsible for some, the gaps seemed
more disturbing. It was almost as ifmy family was covering something up. Creating false
documents so that no one would know how messed up we were. I took this concept very
personally and made it my main investigation in my artistic expression.
I began re-photographing my collection of images and placing them in new visual
contexts. My point was to ask the question why is this my accepted history? What is it
embodied in this image that tells my tale, my family's tale, any family's tale? I used many
forms, recreating photo albums with new text, seriously enlarging "private
imagery"
between couples, and creating large wall size grids of the same mundane events and
expressions.
In "Family
Pictures" I wanted to know why families leave these gaps, the missing
images of the not so happy times, the images that show how fragile a family can be.
When is a camera present? We record the times we want to remember, but what do we
do with the pictures? Why do we edit our lives? I wanted to explore a group of images
from an emotional point of view, perhaps to see what kind of gaps I would leave and
what kind of representations I would make. I then wanted to remove these personal
images from my home to a public context. My hope was to leave the viewer with the
question "does she really believe
this?"
and "How real are our
images?"
Figure 1 . "Mommy and Daddy with appropriate
bunny" from "Family
Pictures'
Christa M . Gearhart, 1 996
Figure 2. "Bunnies will be
bunnies" from "Family
Pictures'
Christa M. Gearhart, 1996
Figure 3. "Take Your Daughters To Work
Day" from "Family
Pictures'
Christa M. Gearhart. 1996
Past Works
I believe my interest in questioning family images partly stems from my parents'
divorce. They are both remarried now and have been since I was six years old. I grew up
in two different families. I had two of everything, two religions, two birthdays, two
Christmases, and two summer vacations. Each family had similar photographic
documents. They were similar in more than just that I appeared in both of them. They
both appear to portray the perfect family. How could I be a member of two perfect
families? This didn't exactly make sense. For answers I turned to the third family
document that was made, which was actually the first, my parents'marriage to each
other. This document was exactly like the others. If this was to be accepted as truth then
why did they divorce? Obviously I had discovered the pattern. My parents split when I
was four so my own memories of their relationship is virtually non-existent. Their photo
album is the only reference that I have. It is very difficult for me to picture my parents in
the same room much less them loving or even liking each other, enough to make three
children. Their album tells me almost nothing about them. Not why the marriage ended
after only six years, not how they treated each other, not how hard or easy it was to
break up this "picture
perfect"family. My
parents'
album was the perfect example to me
of how family collections are not historical documents of humanity, but psychological
documents of, and driven by human nature. The need to appear
"normal"
or
"secure"
to
others as well as to ourselves.
Figure 4. From "Jim and Eileen", James and Eileen Gearhart, 1969
My
parents'
first album shows two recurring characters, standing in front of
homes, cars, posing with pets and later children. There are guest appearances by
grandparent types, friends and other family members and there are also images of
intimate moments between parent and child. The images give the impression that the
person behind the camera (usually my father) had genuine pride and affection for the
subjects ( the kids and mom). The camera was brought out to "capture" those
"moments". It has the best of intentions. The album itself has been under my mother's
bed for twenty plus years. She gave it to me when my work turned towards the
collections. I know that she kept it because it shows the infancy of her children, but I also
know why it was under the bed. It is a pleasant collection of images, and it's inability to
give closure to my parents relationship only served to discredit the new and
"real"
documents that show the true happy couples and families. It has been ironic to me that
these images still represent so much to my parents. The images are treated as proof of
some big mistake, instead of being treated as just another chapter in their lives that they
photographed. I see these photographs as being made under a broader cultural guide line
of family image making and not necessarily dictated by the reality of their lives. They do,
however, still embody so much emotion, at least as much as the new documents do,
regardless of the fact that they all look the same.
I've used the images from my parents album many times in my work over the
years. A book I titled "Photographs" from 1990, uses these images and images from my
fathers childhood to illustrate the book. I used my grandfather's eulogy as text. My point
with this piece was to examine the irony of life as it is summed up with a few pictures and
a few pleasant sentiments. My grandfather had died that year and his death set off a
downhill slide in my father's drinking problem. Both his parents were now dead due to
alcohol related illness. My grandfather's eulogy painted him as a man who had a hard life
but made a significant mark on society with his work and the raising of his children
(no mention of grandchildren). The images from his albums painted the same picture.
Intimate yet presentable family images. I bound a 5 in.x9 in. book of black paper. I re-
photographed the images in black and white and mounted them with black photo
corners in chronological order. They portrayed my grandfather's life from small boy to
father to grandfather. The eulogy text was hand written in white ink on the black paper.
Underneath each photo, in my own words, I wrote in smaller handwriting, memories
that each image sparked in me. The stories I told were rarely flattering, they told of
alcoholism, fights, periods of silence, divorce and death. The stories directly conflicted
with the images and eulogy text. This was my first attempt at bringing my growing
interest in my family's history and it's record keeping into an artistic discourse. The book
itself uses the visual language of typical photo album, its black pages small square black
and white photos with corners, white text, and it's title
"Photographs"
. Viewers were not
expecting to learn what they did. My success with this piece allowed me to continue
addressing my family photo collections. Richard Chalfen from Turning Leaves, "In
home-mode activity, snapshots, family movies, and home video tapes are all examples of
interpersonal and small group
communication- instances of ordinary people making
pictorial statements about themselves to and for themselves and succeeding generations
of familymembers."How do they want us to remember them?
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Figure 5. "Photographs" By Christa M. Gearhart, 1990
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"Family
Photo"
was a screen print I made in 1991 . It was a favorite photo ofmy
mother's of her holding me up to the camera shortly after my birth. My father was the
photographer. I superimposed the image over an abstract arrangement of red and orange
drips. I was interested in creating discomfort and a sense of anger about this image. My
idea was to question the validity of this photo as a "Family Photo" if the photographer,
father was absent from not only the photo, but through divorce, from the subject's lives
as well. This same image of mother and daughter shows up a lot in my work. It is the
only photo from my parent's original collection that my mother has out for public
viewing. Carol Mavor from Pleasures Taken, " Like a photograph, the child is always
connected to it's referent: it's mother. A photograph carries it's referent with it, just as a
mother carries her child with her body, even after birth. Julia Kristeva speaks of the
process ofmaternity as a graft:
' What connection is there between myself, or even more
unassumingly between my body and this eternal graft and fold, which, once the umbilical
cord has been severed, is an inaccessible
other?'Similarly, Rosalind Krauss writes of
photography as a graft: "Photography can only operate with the directness of a physical
graft; photography turns on the direct activity of direct impression as surely as the
footprint is left in the sand.'And to Krauss's words I would add, as surely as the footprint
is made on the birthcertificate."The photograph ofmother and child transcends the loss
of the family unit.
"Smiling
child"from 1992, separated from my immediate
families'
collections and
borrowed from my grandmother's (my mother's mother) collection. A 4ft..\7ft. canvas
with one hundred and forty-two 3in.x5in. black and white photos of my aunt Patty as a
12
gure 6. "Family Photo", By Christa M. Gearhart, 1990
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Figure 7. "Smiling Child", By Christa M. Gearhart, 1992
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child. Patty was struck with polio in 1943. Her father, my grandfather, was an army
surgeon stationed overseas during W.W.II. These images of Patty were taken while she
was in a hospital recovering and dealing with the loss of the use of her limbs. Every photo
shows four year old Patty struggling to sit up normal with a huge smile on her face. They
were taken to send to my grandfather overseas so he wouldn't worry. I re-photographed
them and arranged them randomly in a grid pattern on the canvas. One hundred and
forty-two of essentially the same or very similar images of a girl in wheelchair, on a bed,
being carried, all with the same smile. Images created to make tangible what we want to
believe is reality. By placing these images in a grid on a wall, the smile seemed even more
packaged and the images begin to reveal their true intent.
"A Day in the Sun" from 1992 was the first time I used found imagery. I had
bought an album of family type images from a flea market. I took nine black and white
square images of a shirtless man, all with his head cut off, and enlarged them to 38in. x
38in. I hung them in a grid which hung from floor to ceiling. I was attempting to remove
the personal connection for a more objective viewpoint. The piece asked the question of
what was the intention of these images, were they private, and if so why make a record?
The only clue that I had was that the photographer was female, you could tell by a
shadow created by her. So who was this man, a boyfriend, a husband, a brother, a son,
or perhaps just a friend. How would his relationship change the meaning of the pictures?
By enlarging them and placing them in public space I was holding up a mirror to
question privacy, relationships, and photography. How do we want to see and how do we
want to be seen?
15
Figure 8. "Day in the Sun", By Christa M. Gearhart, 1992
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I continued re-addressing many of these ideas in graduate school. I continued to
study emotional connections to images and how this affects representation. "Make Me
Look Beautiful" 48in. x 80in. was a piece where I sat for a photographer with whom I
had had a turbulent personal relationship with, I was interested to see how his lens saw
me. I wanted to see how our emotional relationship would effect the way he would
represent me, a woman for whom his feelings teetered between love and hate. Could he
"Make Me Look Beautiful" after he no longer saw me that way in his mind and heart?
Could he control how I would react to him under our current emotional circumstance?
Could I "Make Me Look
Beautiful"
while in room with someone I'd been hurt by?
"There was too much good stuff on
TV" 48in. x 48 in., used some of the same
found imagery I used in "Day In The Sun". The canvas was divided into two hundred
and fifty-six 2in. x2in. squares. I placed two hundred and eleven of the found images of
houses, cars, friends, family portraits, and outings in random order and in each of the
remaining forty-five spaces I placed one word. The words were
taken from a torn portion
of a breakup letter. The people in the images were strangers to the artist as well as to the
viewers. My ideas were some of the same ones I had addressed in previous works about
private use of the camera and what becomes of family documents when the family is no
longer. How much meaning do they hold? After all I had found the
images at a flea
market.
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Figure 9. "Make Me Look Beautiful", By Christa M. Gearhart, 1994
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Figure 10. "There was too much good stuff on TV.", By Christa M.
Gearhart
1994
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Figure 1 1. "Put Your God Damned Coat Back On". By Christa M. Gearhart
1995
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I continued to analyze emotional connections to images and between subject and
photographer. I found my work becoming rather repetitive however, I kept addressing
the same questions. Feeling lost and unproductive I began taking some personal pictures
with my father's camera. I enjoy the darkroom so I found myself returning to black and
white square format traditional fiber based prints. My intent was to have some nice
pictures to hang in our home. Pictures that told visitors that we live here, that we
consider our pets part of our relationship, and our relationship central to our home. I
realized as a began making the images ofmy boyfriend and our rabbits that I was
actually making those images I had been analyzing in my work for so long. I realized that
I had learned very little from my previous work except for the important aspect of raising
questions. My work never really looked towards answering any of them. Perhaps this is
why I was stuck. My next step had to be, as a woman, girlfriend, wife, mother figure, to
make my own images. I was no longer the artist asking questions but the wife and mother
figure living them.
21
"Family Pictures"
Jo Spence from Putting myself in the picture. " Can you photograph the real? is
there a real?! What are you doing with a camera? Most people have a camera in the
family, yet the way most women are encouraged to use it in the dominant photographic
press is utterly banal, at most they are encouraged to photograph their children, but only
in an idealized
These have been and had become the questions I began to address by making my
present life and my act of record making the subject ofmy thesis. What kind of images
would I show? What kind of impression did I want to make about me, my life, my
relationships? Did I care? Did I want outsiders to think we were happy (weren't we?)?
Did I feel pressure as a woman to idealize our domestic situation? Did I want to show a
domestic situation? What kinds of gaps would I leave? Did I want to try to fill those gaps
with different kinds of images? Could I? Would anyone be able to relate? Would I, or
should I, or could I, try to control the out come? When would I hold up the mirror, to
my own emotions, and to society's?
I found myself getting up early in the morning and watching Andy sleep with our
rabbit Clayton in his arms. I found the camera emerging when we were laughing,
spending
"quality"
time together as a "family". I took the camera to the Vet's for our
other rabbit Firetruck's check ups. I photographed Firetruck trying out his new cast after
a broken leg, showing him hopping around as if nothing had happened (Smiling
child). I
made pictures of the rabbits displaying what had become typical behaviors, laying spread
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out on the floor, dragging the food bowl to the litter box so they could eat and poop at
the same time, sibling rivalry, looking cute while chewing a note book that they pulled off
the coffee table, essentially parent images. I pulled the camera out when friends would
visit. Most of the images were made at home in same apartment with the same lighting.
The images were repetitive, some posed, in most images they seem aware of the camera
(I can't be positive the rabbits were aware but I can't be positive they weren't). Were they
acting for me or for the camera? I idealized Andy, I idealized the rabbits, and I most
certainly idealized myself. I was rarely conscious of the types of images I was making, I
simply tried to reveal the safe idea of
"us"
as much as possible.
I began comparing my images to my parents first album. They were, not too
surprisingly, very similar. Full of what seems to be affection and pride for the subjects.
There is one difference however, my father was behind the camera in their document. I
found this interesting. I began to give the camera to Andy. As he posed me I began to see
a significant difference in the way he composed an image. I found his images looked to be
much like mine, using the same backdrops and elements, with one exception however,
my images tended to focus on the rabbit as the main subject, with the relationship
between father and rabbit second and relationship between he and I third. Andy's first
subject seems to be me, then the parent relationship, then the rabbit. I began to
notice
this in my
parents'
album as well. There are many images ofmy mother holding me, she
is usually centered and in focus, smiling, the baby is off to the side, not always in focus.
When she does photograph him the baby is always in focus often obscuring his face and
he is not always in focus.
23
Figure 12. "Daddies", 1996, 1970, Christa M. Gearhart, Eileen Gearhart
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IFigure 13. "Mommies", 1996, 1970, Andrew Denney, James
Gearhart
25
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Figure 14. "Babies Sleep", 1996, 1970, Christa M. Gearhart, James Gearhart
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Andy and I illustrated the differences in how our pictures looked in our larger
more formal staged portraits we did of each other that hung on the back wall of the
gallery. In my portrait of him, his face is covered by the rabbit, he is looking down and
the rabbit's expression is centered in the frame. In his image of me I am smiling centered
in the frame, the rabbit is held up but off to the side and is out of focus. Between these
two images there was hung a third image of all four of us (Andy, I and the two bunnies)
taken by a third party whose only job was to press the button. We posed ourselves.
Interestingly this group shot could have been a composite of the other two. More
questions arose. Was it because I am a woman that I focus on the child figure, the
creation, and was it because he's a man that he focuses on his mate and how she
appears? Or is it the other way around, was I posing the way I wanted to be seen, and
was he feeling that he was not supposed to be the subject, that the "child" was the
subject? Or did it have to do with how we want to represent each other, did I want to
represent him as good father figure, caring provider, that the rabbit was his focus not
mine, and did he want me to be represented as an attractive yet devoted partner? ("Make
Me Look Beautiful")
It seems as though the answers to all of these questions to some degree is yes. I
found the idea of us representing each other to be the best argument. The moments I
chose to record were the moments that I thought should represent him, and them, but
mostly him. I very instinctually followed the idealize route. In a sense I revealed my
insecurities about this relationship and relationships in general by working so feverishly to
cover them up. The point of freezing a moment in this context created our relationship
27
in the way I wanted others to interpret it. I created a family for the camera, in the
camera. I saw us the way I wanted us to be seen. I was photographing an idea.
Larry Sultan from Pictures From Home. "I remember arguing with him over
fifteen years ago about a photograph I made ofmy mother. It was a very simple and
direct picture of her standing in front of a sliding glass door holding a cooked turkey on a
silver platter. He accused me of creating an image that had less to do with her than with
my own stereotypes of how people age. I argued that our conflicting notions about who
mom is and how she should be represented are based on our different relationships to
her. She is my mother but his wife. I pointed out that in almost every picture of her that
he has taken she is posed like a model selling one thing or
another"
Larry Sultan's book Pictures From Home has been a big influence on how I
interpret the concept of seeing and being seen. He shows the contrasts of how his parents
and himself all see each other differently through the lens. How they represent each
other is how they want to remember the subject. Sultan's book also subtly points out
through the combination of images and stories that the images say very little in the
context of our life story, they barely illustrate the text, but what they do tell us is how
much we want to believe that they do tell the whole story.
28
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Figure 15. From Pictures From Home, Larry Sultan, 1992
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I found it difficult to consciously control the outcome of this document. I had
placed myself in an emotional role. My job now was to really study what I, as the wife
and mother figure, had done. My goal was to find out how much of representing ones
"lovedones"can be ingrained in our subconscious. How much of our representation was
real and how much was an attempt to make secure our fragile present and to project our
hopes for the future, i.e. replacing the rabbits with real children? I never even thought of
pulling a camera out during a fight, or when we were bored. I didn't bring the camera to
the Vet's when one of the rabbit's was so sick he almost died. There were no pictures
taken during the brief time I moved out and took one of the rabbits with me. Is this
because these moments would have made for unconventional images, or perhaps it is our
acceptance of happy times as conventional that would make these instances hard to
photograph at all in this context? Or could it be that the function of family pictures is to
remind us to work toward security and not draw attention to life's fragility's? Admittedly
I did not have the desire to photograph during these times.
Another issue I faced was as editor, since I was doing the choosing in many cases
Andy was not happy with how he was represented, I allowed him to make a couple of
changes. There were some private moments that were to remain that way. I was
surprised at the amount he did allow. He was quick to point out, however, that I looked
surprisingly thin in the images I chose that represented me.
30
The Symbolism of the Animals
The use of the rabbits, animals, is an element I need to address. I did mean to
represent them as children. To me they were at least symbols of this. It was with the
rabbits that Andy and I exhibited the behavior I wanted to photograph. We acted like
parents, like a family. I doubt I would have addressed my idea in this way had it not
been for they way we behaved with the rabbits. It also seems to be the image of us I
wanted to project. I'm not sure how I would have photographed Andy if the rabbits had
not been present, or how he would have photographed me, or if I'd have photographed
at all. They were my excuse to pick up the camera. Andy and I have done extensive
research about rabbits as house pets. We've spent several hours training them to use
litterboxes and not to chew furniture. We are members of house rabbit clubs and we
participate in discussion groups over the internet. We've made it a central part of our
home and of our relationship to each other. We've made sacrifices for them. We
currently have 12 rabbits, 10 of which were rescued from terrible circumstances. We try
to spoil them regularly. To them we seem to be almost equals, big hairless rabbits who
can reach the food. They groom us when we get down to their level and they seem
curious yet comfortable with our level. We seem to need the rabbits in our lives as much
as the pictures.
I have thought about the expletive nature ofmy pictures, however. What say do
the rabbits have when I pick up my camera? Andy got to edit a little as did I. What say
did I have as a child when my father framed and displayed that picture ofme
in the
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bathtub? At least that picture of me was in our home and not in a gallery. So what right
did I have? I feed them, I keep them warm, I provide mental stimulation, and
unconditional positive regard. I easily justified my actions in the previous paragraph. I'm
sure my father has the same excuse. I purposely did not approach research on this issue
until the project was complete. I was aware it would come up, but to me the rabbits and
Andy were as much mine as was my activity with the camera. My feelings about the
animals in my mind changed them from helpless, sayless "to beviewed"others to family
members performing for the ritual family act of photographing. But did my photographs
then change them back to a "to be other. An object for the lens, a prop to give
Andy and I a role to play. Are the rabbits really any different than children in this sense?
The only difference perhaps is that they will not grow up to photograph their own
families in an attempt to figure out why I did what I did to them.
32
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Figure 16. "Babies 2 days 1996, 1970, Christa M. Gearhart, James Gearhart
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In Sage Sohier's "CJ and Larry with Miles and Nikita, Brookline,
Mass"
and
Rosalind Solomon's "Lucy Catalina Valetin's
Lamb"
we see a line crossed between
nature and culture. The animals in these images are symbols of need for intimacy among
humans, they symbolize sexuality, maternity, companionship, they are us and we are
them. From Michael O'Neill's book Zoo Babies, we see a different approach to the
representation of animals by the lens. In this book, the animals, who were born in
captivity, are taken out of their cages and placed on a cold stark backdrop and
photographed for further human curiosity. They are to be looked at and cooed over, not
to be known or connected with. You are asked to forget that this place is not where
these animals belong.
William Wegman's weimeraners have always appealed to me, not for their kitchy
ironic sensibility, but in the way those dogs just sat there for him. I always wondered
what the dogs were thinking. I almost feel sorry for them, but then I don't.
A.D. Coleman from Critical Focus." There's no question that they've internalized the
dictum about not biting the hand that feeds them. Indeed, they've virtually reversed that
advice, supporting the man who turns them into laughing
stocks."I can definitely sense
the emotional connection between Wegman and his dogs, his pride in them and his drive
to continually make them part of his work, part of his daily activity. They inspire him.
There is a partnership. They are family. In his most recent book Puppies he talks about
his dogs. "Fay was young, vulnerable, feminine, mysterious - a thoroughbred beauty, Ray
was passive, noble, and wise. Fay's yellow eyes lit up a photograph and
her sculpted body
graced it in an all together new
way."
34
Figure 17. "CJ and Larry with Miles and Nikita, Brookline,
Mass"
Sage Sohier, 1 992
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Figure 18. "Lucy Catalina Valentin's Lamb", Rosalind Solomon,
1981
36
Figure 19. From Zoo Babies. "Muni", Michael O'Neill, 1991
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Figure 20. "Ray + Mrs. Lubner In Bed Watching
T.V." William Wegman
1981
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It may be obvious that Wegman's dogs are not just props in certain elements of
his work. The dog's expressions reveal a genuine rapport with the artist, but is this at all
the intent of the photos? The expletive nature of his images seem to be his concept,
leading to the images' humor. He takes advantage of his dogs' willingness to obey and
respect him to create his irony. Wegman's feelings toward his animals are merely
undertones.
In "Ray and Mrs. Lubner in Bed Watching TV" it is the irony of not only the
dogs'
complicity being exploited for humor's sake but it is also the moment Wegman
proposes he is intruding upon. This private moment of a couple in bed lit by the TV is an
image that could easily turn up in a Nan Goldin document, by replacing the humans
with animals he comments further on the question of documentation for personal or
public view?
I believe I did photograph the rabbits with dignity. It is true I used them as
symbols and if they could be embarrassed I'm sure there are images that would serve this
function, but I did maintain our connection to each other through the rabbits and to the
rabbits as my dominant theme. My feeling's toward my animals are the subject in my
images, as well as the possibility ofmy feelings toward future children. I try to hide the
expletive nature by holding up a mirror to my personal feelings. After all it's O.K.
because I love and care for them. I see myself as mommy, I immortalize their innocence
in books and on walls and shelves. I carry a piece of them in my wallet, at the very least a
flat likeness to remind me ofmy responsibility, and my ability to love. These images serve
as portable self esteem. It is the personal connection that makes one family's set of images
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different from another's. Perhaps the photographs of the children, animals are just props
for our own need to feel good and appear normal. Evidence that keeps us connected to
the world's conventions. How will the children photograph when they grow and raise
families? How will they feel about our photographs?
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Influences
Since I began my pursuit to address family and photography in my art there have
been several artists who have influenced me. I'm attracted to those who express
emotional family connections in their work but also hold up a mirror to those emotions.
Christian Boltanski's obsessive collecting of other peoples very personal objects
and photos, reveals his interest in intimate human connections, his huge generalized and
archetypal displays question these objects'andphotos'ability to embody connections
once removed from their intimate context. I realized a lot from his piece "Portrait of
Family 'D'" , from it's display, hundreds of photographs re-photographed in black and
white, framed in small black frames, hung on one large wall in random pattern, covering
the wall floor to ceiling, left to right. It was huge and overpowering, hundreds of banal
family images striped of time and color, stripped of individuality. This could be seen as
every family. A comment on individuality expressed through conventional means. Or
perhaps you see your own intimate moments in public, on display. This piece could be
my life or at least my documentation of it. Is he trivializing the idea of family or is he
asking us to question how we represent it. A.D. Coleman from Critical Focus, "Part of
what's fascinating about Boltanski's work is it's disclosure ofjust how desperately we want
to believe that photographs actually show us what they claim to Boltanski's
work has been a very large influence on my work, on my struggle to comment on and
display the personal in a public art context. Boltanski seems to have very little personal
connection to his subjects other that perhaps a voyeuristic interest, but his pieces subvert
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the idea of personal connections to objects and images into a more universal comment on
human culture. His displays fascinate me, he uses repetition used to convey the idea of
individuality as a universal concept, and our obsession to disprove this idea. You don't
feel as though he is exploiting anyone, the point is that photos and objects reveal nothing
unique about these people, if any thing you are peering back into your own life.
Nan Goldin's work is another big influence. It is her obsession with creating
intimacy in a documentary context, it is the frequency of her camera use and her inability
to edit that has long been of interest to me. Her images express a deep emotional
connection to the people she represents. Her work deals with sexuality. She documents
an alternative life style for a documentary purpose but what becomes clear in her editing
is that this is her lifestyle and she is part of this group. These images represent her
obsession with intimacy and the camera she continuously places between herself and that
intimacy. Perhaps photographing is Goldin's way of staying one step disconnected from
these people whose life style was dangerous. She can embrace their image instead, for
their beings left the planet all to frequently. Nan Goldin from Ballad of Sexual
Dependency." I took the pictures in this book so that nostalgia would never color my
past. I realize I took the picture of myself battered so I would never go back to the man
who beat me up. I wanted to make a record ofmy life that nobody could revise: not a
safe, clean version, but instead, a record of what things really looked like and really felt
like. But photography doesn't preserve memory as effectively as I thought it would. A
lot of people in this book are dead now, mostly from AIDS. I had thought I could stave
off loss through photographing. I always thought if I photographed anyone or anything
enough. I would never lose the person, I would never lose the memory, 1 would never
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lose the place. But the pictures show me how much I've lost." Goldin's feelings about her
images are the similar to the reasons most families pick up their cameras. As if taking a
picture of someone is like owning a small piece of that person for all eternity. It is a
comforting thought, but being someone who has lost four family members this year, I
know all too well that pictures can cause confusion about death and remind us of the
pain. Similar to the way our
"safe"
family documents function within divorce and other
"real life" experiences. Nan Goldin may have felt that she did not idealize her images,
but she did idealize the function of the camera and the idea of image making.
Sally Mann's work is technically and visually beautiful. She uses her 8x10 view
camera to create her near perfect black and white images. Her subject matter however is
a different kind of creation, her children. The children were her first creation, the photos
her recreation of them. She posed and composed them, she constructs a childhood full of
innocence and sensuality, a period of life full ofmystery and taboos. She presented her
children in her highly crafted black and white photographs as dirty cherubs, virginal and
at the same time very sexual. But what about the fact that she is these children's mother?
How does this affect the way her camera sees her children? The lives she created are her
work, her desire to continue conceiving and creating them is her work. Her images reveal
her need, through motherhood and photography, to remain the children's referent.
A.D. Coleman, from Critical Focus, "The intimate familial, and biological connection
between the photographer and these particular children is in fact an essential aspect of
their subject matter and the emotional
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Fi,gure 21. Christian Boltanski, 1983
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Figure 22. "Kiki and Maggie in the Sonesta Hotel, Cambridge, Mass,
1985'
Nan Goldin
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Figure 23. "The Wet Bed", Sally Mann, 1987
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Nick Wapplington's book Living Room is an example of how a family is
documented by a non-family member. Wapplington's images of two English working
class families most likely greatly contrast the images in their own family albums.
Wapplington's images are the moments between the images in the family album. He is
clearly involved with these families for the comfort level appears to be high. Many of his
images taken from floor level, dirty house, screaming kids, frustrated parents, not typical
album material. It is not surprising, however, that these images do not feel invasive.
These families' intimate moments are being shared with outsiders by an outsider. We see
and feel about these people much like the photographer does. They do not look at the
camera they do not engage the emotional connection between themselves and the
photographer, after all these images are not for their memories. From the preface, "Nick
said he needed it, (Our alburn), I could tell him the best ones, they leap out to my mind,
the best ones He's going to show us the ones he's choosing The Polaroid's that go skewy,
Mum, I love those. I like the one where I'm flying We're going all around the world, all of
us!..... In a caravan?.... In a book ofphotos, Heartbeat. I don't like it when you call me
Heartbeat Hwre'll be onepicture ofyou in the bath!.....You're joking, I can see by your eyes
you're joking It'sfor real Us really for real?.... In a book!.... Well, just so long as Nick
brings Our album back "
Again Larry Sultan's book Pictures from home, gives a very clear insight on the
relativity of representation. What I find interesting about Sultan's images of his aging
parents, is that he includes in the text his parents opinions of the images he has taken.
You find them to be less that flattered by his interpretation of them. He also includes
more ideal images of his parents that were made by each other. He discusses how they
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see themselves and each other has changed little over the years. Sultan's photographs of
them seem to show them information they don't want.
I found that Andy and I idealized each other not just when we photographed but
again in the editing as well. I find this ironic when I compare my record to my parent's
first record. It is hard to imagine what life would have been like if they had never
divorced. I wonder if I would have photographed them or how I would have
photographed them, or more importantly how would their interpretation of each other
would have evolved. Would this have affected the way I idealizedMy Family? I also
wonder if their reaction to "Family Pictures", my thesis, would have been different. They
saw my images as glimpse into my life, they took the images at face value. I wonder if
they had stayed together if my images would have seemed more familiar to them, they
would have been able see the irony of them. Ironically Andy's family who is more
traditional, and were pictured in my work, did comment on their similarity to their own
archives (which I've never seen).
Figure 24. From Pictures from Home, Larry Sultan, 1992
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Figures 25. from Living room, Nick Wapplington, 1991
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Jo Spences writings about her own photographic studies of family addresses many
of the same questions and curiosities about family photography that I have addressed in
my work. "As a record of her life, as a mother, these early photographs give no indication
of the amount of sheer hard work involved in child care. Ofmy father's life as a worker I
had no record at all....Why would I want to put my 'private' photographs on show for
everybody to see? Maybe it is because this record ofmy life lacks so much that I want to
share it's gaping holes with
" We must begin to question photographs, asking not
only what we think we think they show us ( and how much of what we think we perceive
is in fact based on the particular type of visual rhetoric worked upon the sitter) But also
what they don't (can't) show us."Jo Spence's work tries to re-represent herself as the
complex person she is and not the fairytale her family album presents. She photographs
her self, the person she sees in the mirror, not the person conventions expect her to
represent. She finds those conventions a large scope to investigate, even after removing
the makeup and the pretty clothes, there are still cultural stereotypes to work through.
She's done work dealing with being a cancer patient, and extensive work in the
phototherapy vein. Her work speaks to the part of being a woman, a mother that is rarely
photographed.
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Figure 26. From "Beyond the Family Album", Jo Spence, 1979
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Installation
As I approached the installation of "Family Pictures" I had to back away from the
emotions I had immersed myself in as I photographed. I had idealized myself and my
life. I had approached the subject from the perspective of a mother figure, a wife, I had
allowed myself to experience visual record keeping from the point of view ofmy parents,
ofmyself as a family founder. The images I chose to make were those that created the
ideal. Presentation of this material, in my mind, had to be approached from the point of
view of the artist. It had to acknowledge, question and perhaps explain the sentimentality
the images clung to. My installation had to in some way address the idea of a group of
images relating to family rituals, and to the some of the ironies home display.
Boltanski's work has been a huge influence on me aesthetically as it relates
conceptually. I am drawn to the concept of individuality as universal. How could
installation enforce this idea? I used his ideas of stripping color, which is more personal,
and the use of the small standard repetitive black frames. I did not, however, try to hide
the identity of myself and the other characters in my document. I wanted to be sure to
continue questioning the process of this document by holding the mirror up to myself.
An idea that, up until this point in my artistic endeavors, I had not done, I had always
held up the mirror to my family and to universal family.
Another way I tried to universalize my display was to think about where these
images were to be shown. As the gallery rested at the end of a long hallway of lockers
filled with darkroom equipment, I began to think about photography school. When I was
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in my undergraduate program at The University of the Arts we had to submit a written
explanation for any display that was anything other than white mattes and black frames.
By my junior year I became exempt from this practice, I have always felt that the final
display was an imperative element to the reading of ones work. I had felt that the white
mattes and black frames just reminded the viewers that everything has already been
photographed. But photography (and it's stereotypes and illusions) was now an important
part ofmy subject and how I wanted this piece to be read, as photography. I hoped by
using these elements the viewer would be able to see beneath my
"personal" images and
recognize some the questions I was trying to answer.
In addition I was interested in the phenomena of family displays. How would one
display their important photographs in their own home. How would I arrange and
display these images to further instill the concept of happy family (happy in pictures) into
the viewer's minds. Although most families share these conventions, my most direct
influence in this vein would have to be my own parents. Growing up between two homes
and having my image prominently displayed in both homes I began to subconsciously
draw conclusions about how families displayed their own image. School pictures were
out, and in our case each child with the appropriate parent, large family portraits, and
one wedding photo. The adults were absent from most of the other photos which were of
the children enjoying life's milestones or acting appropriately cute. The displays were
cautious, anxious to show family unity but reluctant to emphasize the relationship
between the adults.
David Halle's book Inside Culture discusses reasons for the ways families display
their images. Wedding pictures, one of the few images in most
families' homes that show
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both adults are found in standing frames rather than on a wall which would require the
commitment ofmaking a hole in the wall. They are removable. Images showing a single
parent and child are splittable between the adults. Images of the children are universal.
Everyday events are more common than formal portraits, for formal events are rarely
repeated. Numbers are important to give the impression ofmany good times. Adults are
rarely pictured alone, this is seen as taboo, perhaps so they not end up alone. Images
likely to go on a wall would be perhaps images of permanence like the still married grand
parents or the mother and child image. Outsiders are only pictured relevantly like
perhaps an uncle holding the baby or a teacher with the child at a graduation. "Family
photographs jostle, and huddle, a metaphor for the family closeness that, in life, is hard
to attain and harder to sustain. The fragility of the modern family- to which none of the
residents wishes to draw attention overtly in picture displays- nevertheless cannot be
entirely
denied."
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Figure 27. "Dad's House", Christa M. Gearhart, 1996
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Figure 28. "Mom's House", Christa M. Gearhart, 1996
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Figure 29. From Inside Culture, David Halle, 1993
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Figure 30. From Hnme and Other Stories, Catherine Wagner,
1993
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My approach to my installation borrowed from the convention of family display. I
chose to display my family pictures in small standard leaning frames, and on shelves. I
chose to present each image universally, matted in white and framed in black. I painted
my shelves that varied in length white to blend with the gallery walls. I wanted the
viewers to think of home but not ask them into my home. I also wanted to contrast the
convention of the snapshot with the convention of traditional fine art photographic
presentation, white mattes and black frames. I was addressing the idea of photography as
fine art but also being about photography, and the act of picking up the camera. When I
arranged the images on the shelves I referred to the significance of particular ideas that
the images were record of, but I did not necessarily expect the scenarios to be clear to the
viewer. What I did expect would be clear however was that someone had arranged the
images in this way for a reason, but also that they could be rearranged and removed and
added to if it should be necessary. I repeated many scenarios with variations on images
using different sizes to exhibit a hierarchy of fondness for a particular image or event. I
did commit to putting a hole in the wall four times. Three of the images were on the back
wall of the gallery, these were our large staged portraits. There was one of each of us
holding the rabbit we each had had upon meeting each other and the third was of the
four of us together which hung between the other two. The two single portraits could be
separated if something should happen to the relationship, the third could be removed all
together. The fourth hole I made in the wall was for a picture of one of the rabbits
nestled within a landscape. The image blown up because it stood out from the rest of the
roll of film, underneath the image on a small shelf were displayed more snapshotty
images from the same day. The adults, us, are nowhere to be found in these images. The
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first or last shelf, depending on the way you walked through the gallery, held the wedding
photo. This photo was of one of the rabbits at my sister's wedding, not ours since it had
not occurred yet. But on that same shelf was the only other picture out of the 77 (besides
the portrait) that had both Andy an I ( both adults) in it. It was an out of focus snapshot
taken by me holding the camera out with the lens facing toward us. There is also a rabbit
in the shot and it was taken at my sister's wedding.
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mFigure 31. Installation View, "Family Pictures". Christa M. Gearhart, 1996
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Figure 33. Installation View, "Family Pictures", Christa M. Gearhart, 1996
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Figure 33. Portraits, "Family Pictures", Christa M. Gearhart, 1996
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uFigure 34. Walk, "Family Pictures", Christa M. Gearhart, 1996
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Figure 35. Wedding Photo, "Family Pictures", Christa M. Gearhart, 1996
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Conclusion
"Family Pictures" became, for me, an experiment. Studying images from the past
only served to create questions. To answer these questions for myself I had to immerse
myself into my own subjective reality. Photographing for the purpose physically
representing our emotional connections has a dual purpose. As we make images to
remember, our images become a source for family unity and security. The more good
times we represent and display the more secure we feel about our lives and our homes.
Also for the most part adult are the ones who take the pictures. Are we aware of the
choices we make when we represent each other and the children? Are we aware that we
idealize our lives as we make images for memory's sake?
These images are now in my home where I had originally intended them to be.
Their function now is to personalize our space, and in that capacity the images are
extremely successful. They are more than just memories, they show us an image, an
image representing and idealizing our past and present, but also showing our hopes for a
future. They function as an icon to live up to, and for guests to our home they leave a
good impression of us. This was the image that I built. In this sense the intent becomes
very clear, as do the gaps in my parents images. The intent is to maintain surface. To
celebrate and emphasize the good, the secure moments, to draw attention away from
reality. In the end we cling to these images in our lives, perhaps only to transform reality
into something we can live with.
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Figure 36. Our home, Christa M. Gearhart, 1997
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LFigure 37. Our Home, Christa M. Gearhart, 1997
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